LOCKE MFG. DIV. OF STELLAR INDUSTRIES introduces its Greensmower with Triplex design and over-all cutting width of 70 inches. Rubber rolls, offering extremely large contact area, eliminate the possibility of wheel tracks or scars on the green; apply less pressure per square inch than that applied by a man of average weight. The mower can be turned on the green, without danger of scuffing, by the automotive type differential in the tractor roll assembly and can pivot in the inside reel without damaging the green.

THE TORO COMPANY introduces the Workmaster low-cost utility vehicle designed specifically for golf course service. Combining a sleek appearance with rugged construction, the Workmaster features large-load capacity (1,000 pounds, excluding weight of operator); simplicity of operation; and an infinitely variable hydrostatic transmission coupled to an automotive-type differential.

The Workmaster has a maximum speed of 11 mph; full spring suspension on all three wheels; a low center of gravity; and oversized rear tires to improve hill-climbing ability and side-hill stability. It is powered by a 14 hp four cycle air-cooled engine and has a 12-volt electrical system.

THE PROTURF DIV. OF O.M. SCOTT AND SONS has published its 1974 Product Guide, featuring 13 seed blends and varieties; 11 fertilizers; 10 weed controls; 7 fungicides; 4 insecticides, and 9 pieces of professional turf care equipment. New products listed are four seed blends based on Victa improved Kentucky bluegrass; eight fertilizers and control products, including Poa annua Control plus Fertilizer, Improved N/K Fertilizer and FF II; and two aerators. Guide is available only to turf professionals through ProTurf Div. of O.M. Scott and Sons, Marysville, Ohio, or through a ProTurf technical representative.

VANDERMOLEN CORP. announces the Flykil electric fly killer with patented Spectral Glo light panels that lure flies to a shocking end. The lure is produced by four special filtered lamps that glow through the three open sides of the unit. As the flies try to reach the light, they are electrocuted and fall into a sanitary collection tray. The swing-away tray unlatches for easy emptying. Attracts and kills flies; yellow jackets; moths and other flying insects up to a 50 foot range. UL and CSA approved. Carries USDA acceptance for use in food processing areas.

THE CARLISLE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY Tailored to Your Turf! Greenskeepers and golf pros are probably more concerned about the condition of their turf and what the carts are doing to it than any other single thing. Carlisle knows it! And Carlisle has designed a long-wearing, replacement tire for your carts that treats fairways with tender-loving care ... Time for replacement? Specify ... Carlisle!